Dual wielding feat 5e vs.
two-handed weapon & Rage in
dnd spells
Dual wielder feat 5e against
Rage 5e or Two Handed weapon.
So what is Dual wielder 5e and is it anyway better than dnd 5e
rage? The 5e feat of Dual-wielding two one-handed weapons is
one of the most widely-used fighting techniques in D&D 5e. And
how? Wouldn’t it be? Severing two swords or setting down the
hammer with two war hammers looks great. After all, attending
cool in combat is how you win 5e Dungeons and Dragons.
The dual-wielding 5e feat is awesome in tradition, especially
for newer players who are much more prone to build a 5e feat
of dual-wielding character. They don’t have as much
involvement with the system. They usually don’t fully
appreciate the downsides and constraints that come with
obtaining a dual wielder.

Origin: Player’s Handbook
You usually master fighting with two weapons, getting the
following advantages:
You will gain a +1 bonus to AC while wielding a separate
melee weapon in every hand.
You may use two-weapon Fighting, yet when the one-handed
melee weapons you continue wielding are not light.
You may draw or stow two one-handed weapons. It is when
you will normally remove or hold just one.

Is Dual Wielding feat 5e Worthwhile
compared to Rage 5e?
Here is the crux of the issue. Is it worthwhile to use two
light weapons like shortswords 5e rather than a two-handed
greatsword or even a longsword and shield combination? It is
entirely to you, and how much stock you place into character
optimization and your intentions for your character build.
The dual-wielding 5e does have a few corners in the game. The
most comprehensive place being melee fighters before they earn
their Extra Attack class feature at level 5.

Advanced Game Melee Combatants
Before gaining 5e Extra Attack, these characters commonly have
only a single Weapon Attack with their operation. They also
generally do not have many features, spells, or additional
things to use as a bonus action. Suppose they have an
unutilized bonus action. They are not using their action
economy for its genuine potential.
Dual-wielding 5e is one way for these frontline melee
belligerents to get both a second attack on their turn and
grant them a general bonus action in combat. A single hit will
not deal as much damage as a greatsword 5e. However, a 5e dual
wielder feat gets two tries to hit their target on their turn
rather than just one.
Dnd 5e Two-Weapon Fighting limits the weapon selections you
have. By participating in this fighting style, you completely
miss out on +2 AC by opting not to use a 5e shield. The
previous game is by far the most relaxed time to lose a
character. So you might be at a huge risk by forgoing that AC
to dual-wielding feat 5e. Be wise while choosing.
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Priority in 5e dnd
If damage yield is your top priority, you may take a potential
path for the early game.
The dual-wielding feat looks cool and is fun in terms of its
flavor. The mechanics of it can be a bit rough in custom and
sub-optimal. Still, it’s not damaging to your party to play a
dual wielder instead of a more optimal choice, such as a great
weapon fighter 5e or a sword and board fighter.
All in all, Two-Weapon Fighting 5e isn’t all that complex in
D&D. There’s absolutely room for improvement, as it does feel
a trifle clunky. Still, it’s extremely convenient for any
character to use, and it is moderately clear-cut in terms of
its mechanics.
You need to make sure you’re wielding two 5e one-handed
weapons with the light part unless you have the Dual Wielder
feat. Suppose you make an Attack action with your main hand
weapon. You can create one with your offhand as a bonus.
However, you do not include your 5e ability score modifier in
the attack’s damage unless you have the 5e Two-Weapon Fighting
Style.
Remember that and get to hacking, bashing & stabbing your plan
through hoards of foes at top acceleration!

5e Dual Wielder Feat & Two-Weapon
Fighting Style, The Great Weapon
Fighting Style, Dueling Style, &
Rage 5e
1. Rage 5e bonus adds two weapons fighting 5e bonus action
attack so long as the attack is done using Strength. Rage
catches a bonus action to activate, so no benefit from the
first round of combat.

2. You linked the names of the great weapon master feat 5e and
great weapon fighting style. These are two distinct game
features though similar. You are talking about the fighting
style.
3. 5e two-weapon Fighting
Suppose you take the Attack action and attack with a light
melee weapon that you’re HOLDING in one hand. You can use a
bonus action to shoot with a different light melee weapon
you’re HOLDING on the other hand. You do not add your ability
modifier to the loss of the bonus attack unless that modifier
is absent.
Suppose the weapon has the thrown property, you may throw the
weapon, instead of making a melee attack with it.”.
It would be best if you held two weapons in dnd 5e.
4. You may swap weapons at the same time. Still, as your not
complying with the two-weapon fighting 5e rules of holding two
weapons at the same time while attacking, you wouldn’t gain
the ability to use your bonus action to attack using that
feature.
You might be stacking a fighting style and feats whose
emphasize requirements and following advantages are mutually
exclusive.
Polearm master 5e solves a lot of problems. It supports using
the dueling fighting style with a spear to compete for two
weapons fighting automatically while also allowing a shield.
Also, potential benefits from Rage. Decreases the first bonus
action list by providing a possible return opportunity attack
when creatures enter your reach.

5e Rage dnd

Rage 5e dnd
In combat, you may fight with primal savagery. Suppose you get
Your Turn. You can start a rage as a Bonus Action.
While raging, you will get the following advantages if you are
not wearing any heavy armor:
• You own advantage on Strength checks along with Strength
Saving Throws.
• Suppose you perform a melee weapon attack using Strength.
You will gain a +2 bonus to the 5e damage roll. That bonus
progress as you level.
• You possess Immunity to bludgeoning, piercing, along with
any slashing damage.
Suppose you can cast spells. You can’t throw them or
concentrate on them while raging.
Your 5e Rage spell lasts for 1 minute. It stops early if you
are knocked Unconscious. Or else suppose your turn ends and

you haven’t hit a hostile creature since your latest turn or
taken injury since then. You can also finish your Rage on Your
Turn as a Bonus Action.
Suppose you have raged the maximum number of times for your
Barbarian 5e level. In that case, you must achieve a 5e Long
Rest ere you can rage again in 5e dnd. You can rage 2 times at
1st level, followed by 3 at 3rd. Again you can rage 4 at 6th,
5 at 12th, and 6 at 17th. That is all about Rage 5e dnd spell.

When is an ASI better than the 5e
Dual Wielder feat?
Ability Score Improvements are almost always better for Dual
Wield 5e feat.

Computation
On Level 4, you could boost your attack stat from 16 to 18 or
take the Dual Wielder 5e feat. You own the Two-Weapon Fighting
style while battling against AC 10, 14, and 18. Criticals are
also covered in the final DPR.
Base DPR:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Damage 2 x (1d6+3) = 13
AC10: Hit chance 80%, 10.75 DPR
AC14: Hit chance 60%, 8.15 DPR
AC18: Hit chance 40%, 5.55 DPR

ASI:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Damage 2 x (1d6+4) = 15
AC10: Hit chance 85%, 13.10 DPR
AC14: Hit chance 65%, 10.10 DPR
AC18: Hit chance 45%, 7.10 DPR

Dual Wielder 5e feat:

1.
2.
3.
4.

Damage 2 x (1d8+3) = 15
AC10: Hit chance 80%, 12.45 DPR
AC14: Hit chance 60%, 9.45 DPR
AC18: Hit chance 40%, 6.45 DPR

You may look at it that way, the loss is the same, as on
medium 1d6+4 = 1d8+3, but you have a higher hit chance after
the ASI.

Other factors
Dual Wielder 5e feat grants you +1 AC, but if you are Dex
primary, an ASI provides you the same +1 save, +1 skills, +1
action.
If you are Str primary, the ASI is very less helpful in this
respect. You could take 5e Great Weapon Fighting for higher
DPR. The 5e feat of Dual Wielder allows you to draw two
weapons externally without sacrificing any action. That may be
necessary for cities. However, you may just run around with
one of your weapons previously described in the wastelands and
dungeons.

Exception
You may use the Dual Wielder 5e feat if the only magic weapon
you own is unusable without Dual Wielder as it’s not light.
Again, +1 to attack and harm from a magic weapon.
Additionally, the improved die size is enough in itself.
Still, it is the highest advantage if you examine all the
monsters resistant or safe to mundane weapons.

When shall you pick Dual wielder
feat 5e vs. two-handed weapon &
Rage in 5e dnd spells?
You should only pick 5e Dual Wielder before 5e two-handed

weapon & Rage 5e in dnd spells only if:
1. The magic weapon you own is unusable without Dual
Wielder
2. you can not have at least one of your weapons in your
hand when you anticipate a conflict.
3. you may not pick an ASI because
4. you are a Variant Human on 1st level
5. you have reached 20 in your attack stat already.

Dnd 5e Two-Weapon Fighting

Conclusion
You will get a bonus to your 5e Armor Class with a 5e Dual

Wielder feat so long as you wield two one-handed weapons. That
is great; judging martial characters are frequently in the
thick of combat. Since your one hand is too involved to bother
holding a shield, all bit of protection aids.
Next, the Dual Wielder 5e feat ( Compared to two-handed weapon
& 5e Rage) in dnd 5e lifts the restriction on only allowing
you to use weapons with the Light property. However, your
weapons still need to be one-handed or have the Versatile
property. Weapons like the longsword 5e, battleaxes, or spear,
amongst many others. Therefore, there are no dual-wielding
great axes or glaive/ Rage 5e.
And ultimately, the feat permits you to draw or stow two
weapons instead of one at a time. Commands as Written, you get
one complimentary Action per round in your Dungeon & Dragons
game. Do not worry if you booted these in the PHB. There was
never a great explanation available in the book.
However, on page 190 of PHB and in the conflict section on DnD
Beyond, you may only draw or wrap one weapon at a time as your
Free Action.
Finally, the Dual Wielder feat 5e lifts this limitation in the
rules by assigning your draw/stow two.

